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Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT-3)
a language model that uses deep learning to generate 
human-like text.   6/11/20 beta release by OpenAI

Input
GPT-3
(DNN)

Recite the first law 
of robotics

A robot must obey
human being

Output

Capabilities:  articles, financial report, summary, essay, poetry, song, 
conversation, commentary, graph, website, code, apps,… 
1:30, 8:50, 15:52 

Rudy, Senior Care AI-botGPT ecosystem:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8V20HkoiNtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqbB07n_uQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDmMBS7Mrp8


Chatbots Developed ”Code-Words”

In learning negotiation strategy,  two 
chatbots were rewarded for making a 
deal.  Since there was no incentive to 
stick to the existing language, the bots 
drifted off and created code-words to 
ease their communication. 

Facebook modified the algorithm to 
provide incentive to mimic human and 
regained chatbot’s intelligibility.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azk4BsdpgWk


AI Created a Language 

Hide and Seek
Emergence of Grounded Compositional 
Language in Multi-Agent Populations
Mordatch & Abbeel, 2018.   32nd AAAI Conference.

An abstract language emerged from 
experience in multi-agent populations.

The basic language consists of 
abstract discrete symbols, which 
evolved into a coherent structure with 
defined vocabulary and syntax.

The agents could also spontaneously 
learn nonverbal communication such 
as pointing, guiding, and pushing.

Language originated from experience, emotion, and thought

https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/AAAI/AAAI18/paper/viewFile/17007/15846


Voice Projects Louder through AI 

Parkinson

Diagnose diseases (neurological, respiratory, coronary, 
COVID-19 etc.) through voice analysis  

Voice can be used for authentication and profiling

Spectrogram Parkinson Disease
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HjcQjwKBWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpSHLX5WBi4


Reconstructing faces from voices 1:13

Y. Wen et al. ResearchGate, May 2019

Voice profiling:  age, height, weight, 
health, mood, surrounding etc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dpm3_jjbfwA&feature=emb_logo


Deep Learning Limitation: Data Bias 

Identification Light Skin Male Dark Skin Female 
Error Rate 0.8% 34.5%      (Source: MIT & Stanford)

Privacy concern over mis-use and lack of supervision 

14 millionsData Source:

77% Male
87% White

Facial Recognition

https://news.mit.edu/2018/study-finds-gender-skin-type-bias-artificial-intelligence-systems-0212
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFOiY0sm2ws


Adversarial attackDeep Learning Limitation: Brittle

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.08945.pdf
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~sbhagava/papers/face-rec-ccs16.pdf


Deep Learning Limitation: Black Box

Input Output

Why & How ?  Uninterpretable 



Interpretable/Explainable AI

Mammogram Chest X-Ray

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwK1QYowpgo


Deep Learning Limitation: Specificity

Truck !

"

Car
Building

Road

Human Sign

Bike

Bridge

Poor with uncertainty



Ai-bot & Automation 

29 Stores 0:27

Food:

Robot Revolution, WSJ

Farming: StrawberryAppleTomato

Burger, KFC, Kitchen

Amazon Go

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-JduOfLEpc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKCVol2iWcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2DtyjC0UxTw


AI Wealth & Job Loss

The wealth gain will benefit only the top 1%, not workers

Ever-larger number of people will be unemployable, robots 
will depress wage below the cost of living

AI caste divides the population into AI elite and “useless 
class”  - Yuval Noah Harari

By 2030, AI will contribute $16Tr to 
global economy and $9Tr is due to 
labor automation PwC & McKinsey report

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6Fm3q7R8iQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f45Lqucko-4
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/data-and-analytics/publications/artificial-intelligence-study.html
https://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2018/11/16/the-impact-of-artificial-intelligence-on-the-world-economy/


Economic Policy Inst.



Redistribution of AI Wealth

Universal Basic Income (UBI) (Alaska, Stockton, Oakland)

Federal Job Guarantee (Roosevelt’s New Deal) 

Social Investment Stipend for people who provide family care, 
community service, and education (Kai-Fu Lee)

Share a small slice of growing economic pie 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sgcvtjoi8Bs
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/our-insights/an-experiment-to-inform-universal-basic-income
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riqS_EVCPNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eec9iFfmxbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f45Lqucko-4


AI In Politics
Facebook - Cambridge Analytica data scandal
Personal data of 87 millions of Facebook users was harvested without their 
consent and used for Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign and many others.
FB was fined by US and UK government.  CA filed bankruptcy in 2018

Election Interference (US account for 70% since 1946)

Seeing is believing ? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiAdJXy2FQI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ic7JdiNOXtU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T76bK2t2r8g


AI & Democracy
Google enacted search filter based on our interests, 
desires, and preferences (patterns) starting 2009 

Con: it segregates society into information bubble which affirms our 
bias, limits our perspectives, dampens our creativity. 
It acts as invisible propaganda, amplifies polarization, and tricks us to 
believe the filtered information as undisputed truth.  
It breaks down our society, resulting in our inability to undertake 
collective action for common good.

Pro: it allows for an effective and convenient user engagement, 
ensures information conforming to our personalities

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaaC57tcci0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUNErhONqCY
https://towardsdatascience.com/democracys-unsettling-future-in-the-age-of-ai-c47b1096746e

